
RETAIL WEBSITE BUSINESS PLAN

Get your ecommerce business plan in place before you do. The resources you' ll need to make your online business
successful (e.g. money, partners.

It is a handy tool to help you build out your business plan. If your product serves retirees, try to find data about
how many people will be retiring in the next five years, as well as any information you can find about
consumption patterns among that group. Potential market is an estimate of how many people potentially could
buy your product. If you choose a B2C or B2B model, some follow-up questions to consider: How does
someone place an order? LinkedIn The easiest way to simplify the work of writing a business plan is to start
with a business plan template. Do you hand-make your items, use a manufacturer, or partner with a
dropshipper? Maybe you only use U. Will you be sending out a newsletter, creating retargeting ads or setting
up a rewards program? Product Description Key Features e. Then add your expected revenue assuming you
listed your costs as a negative number. You want your beta testers to give you accurate and actionable
feedback, so you have to give them clear and detailed instructions. Know your audience. Target market. Once
we know pretty much everything there is to know about our target customer, we can shift focus to our
marketing strategy. List the tactics you are going to use in your business plan. Attitude: Teenagers wear
attitude like a uniform to give definition to their identity. The Bottom-Up Approach This approach will give
you a smaller forecast, but more realistic figures as it takes into consideration actual numbers and your own
output capacity. Honing in on buyer personas and using your earlier market research will allow you to craft
specific campaign ads and messages. Most of these stores have retail outlets in large urban areas that serve as
the promotional vehicles for online shopping. Operational Plan Now for some nitty-gritty stuff. Every business
plan should have at least the following elements. We recommend validating you can sell your product before
worrying about the patent process. To give a holistic overview of your ideal customer, describe a number of
general and specific demographic characteristics. A business plan provides a refined look at your goals for the
business, letting partners judge for themselves whether or not they agree with your vision. Product description
and differentiation. Really listen. You generate revenue by charging a fee, such as eBay. Your company
description may include: Ownership: Who owns your ecommerce business? Are you shipping from your
garage or a warehouse? Where does your customer live? WordPress requires much more work but is highly
customizable. By , a clear majority of young consumers will shop online. Will you adapt to their changing
tastes, or will you sell to a new generation? Best of all, many of them are free.


